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TAGGEDPA B S T R A C T

Dynamic response of geometrically asymmetric sandwich plates with aluminum hexagonal honeycomb
core subjected to blast loading is investigated experimentally and theoretically. Specimens of various face
sheet thicknesses are tested for three blast intensities which are varied by changing the weights of cyclotri-
methylene trinitramine (RDX) explosive charges at a constant standoff distance. Four edges of sandwich
plates are fully clamped. The deformation and damage modes of sandwich plates are obtained. The influen-
ces of the blast loading and the core density on the dynamic response of sandwich plates are analyzed. The
analytical model is developed to predict the blast response of the geometrically asymmetric sandwich plate
subjected to blast loading. It is shown that the theoretical predictions of the deflection of the centD99X Xer point at
the rear face sheet D100X Xis in good agreement with the experimental results. The geometrical asymmetry due to
the thicknesses of the face sheets has a significant effect on the deformation and damage of sandwich plates.
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1. Introduction

TaggedPSandwich structures have many excellent characteristics, such as
lightweight, high strength and stiffness to weight ratios, energy
absorption and multifunctionality over the conventional monolithic
structures. They have been used widely to resist the explosive and
impact loadings as attenuation layers. The sandwich cores play
important roles in the energy absorption of explosive and impact
loadings. A lot of new core topologies for sandwich structures have
been designed and manufactured, such as metal foam, folded plate,
pyramidal truss, diamond celled and honeycomb [1–5].

TaggedPOver the past decade, much attention has been paid on the inves-
tigations on dynamic response of sandwich structures. Fleck and
Deshpande [6] theoretically studied the structural response of fully
clamped metal sandwich beams subjected to uniform transverse
blast loading and obtained the so-called upper and lower bounds of
large deflections by using the approximate yield criterion neglecting
the core strength. Based on the yield criterion considering the effect
of core strength, Qin and Wang [7–9] obtained the analytical solu-
tions for the impulsive response of fully clamped metal sandwich
beams and rectangular sandwich plates, in which interaction of
bending and stretching was considered. The optimization design
and comparative study on metal sandwich plates were also

TaggedPconducted by theoretical analysis, experiment and numerical simu-
lation [3,4, 8, 10–12].

TaggedPSandwich structure with a honeycomb core has bee widely used
in the fields of aerospace, transportation, package and defense engi-
neering. Many researchers focused on the dynamic behavior of sym-
metric sandwich structure with honeycomb core subjected to blast
loading. In a parallel study, Nurick and co-authors [13,14] experi-
mentally studied the dynamic behavior of sandwich panels with alu-
minum honeycomb core subjected to intense air blast and discussed
the failure modes and the effects of core height and face sheet thick-
ness on the dynamic response. Dharmasena et al. [15] experimen-
tally and numerically investigated the dynamic response of fully
clamped metal square honeycomb sandwich panels subjected to
blast loading and found some new failure modes. It is demonstrated
that the honeycomb sandwich panels suffered significantly smaller
back face deflections than solid plates of identical mass. Zhu et al.
[16–18] studied the dynamic response of sandwich plates with a
hexagonal honeycomb core and proposed an analytical model to
predict the dynamic response.

TaggedPThe current investigations related to blast resistance of the hon-
eycomb core sandwich structure consider with an identical face
sheets. However, the application of sandwich structures in critical
structures requires consideration of other possible design scenarios.
Examples of such design scenarios are: (i) the different thicknesses
of front and rear face sheets, and (ii) the different thicknesses and
materials of front and rear face sheets. Here, we focus on the first
scenario mentioned above. Bella et al. [19] experimentally
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TaggedPinvestigated the static mechanical behavior of asymmetric struc-
tures and analyzed the effect of manufacturing procedure on asym-
metric sandwich structures under static load conditions. Castanié
et al. [20] developed a geometrically non-linear theory of asymmet-
ric sandwich structures based upon classic displacement assump-
tions and compared with the numerical calculations and
experimental results. Kim and Swanson [21] investigated the effect
of unequal thickness face sheets on load-resistance of sandwich
beams with fiber composite face sheets and polymeric foam. Qin
et al. [22] derived the yield criteria for geometrically asymmetric
metal sandwich structures, and gave the analytical solutions for
large deflection of the asymmetric metal sandwich beams under
transverse loading by a flat punch. Wang et al. [23] numerically stud-
ied the deformation modes and energy absorption of geometrically
asymmetric sandwich plates subjected to blast loading.

TaggedPThe objective of the present work is to investigate the dynamic
response of geometrically asymmetric sandwich plates with alumi-
num hexagonal honeycomb core subjected to blast loading and give
an insight into the effect of geometrical asymmetry of the face sheets
on the deformation and damage. The outline of this paper is as fol-
lows. Firstly, specimens for the geometrically asymmetric metal
sandwich plates as well as the experimental set-up are designed and
manufactured. Next, experimental results of the dynamic response
of the sandwich plates subjected to blast loadings are presented and
the influences of the thickness of face sheets and the core density on
the deformation and damage modes are considered. Thirdly, an ana-
lytical model is proposed to predict the dynamic response of geo-
metrically asymmetric metal sandwich plates and is compared with
experimental results. Finally, conclusions are provided.

2. Experiment

2.1. Specimens

TaggedPIn the present tests, both face sheets of the sandwich plate speci-
mens are made of 3003H24 aluminum alloy with the density of rfDD102X X

2.73 ×103 kg/m3. The stress-strain curves of the face sheets are
shown in Fig. 1. The mechanical properties are as follows: Young's
modulus ED103X XD D104X X71.8 GPa, the 0.2% offset yield stress sYDD105X X194MPa, and
tensile ultimate strength sbD D106X X213MPa. An expanded hexagonal
honeycomb of 3003H18 aluminum alloy, which is provided by Xi'an
Weixin Technology Co., Ltd, China, is selected as the sandwich cores
with height cD107X XD D108X X30mm and wall thickness hw D109X XD D110X X0.05mm, as shown
in Fig. 2. The side lengths l of the unit cell of the honeycombs are

Nomenclature

A total area of sandwich plate
B semi-width of the rectangular sandwich plate
c, c thickness of honeycomb core and its non-

dimensional form
DR diameter of the cylindrical RDX explosive charge
E Young's modulus of the face sheets
hf thickness of the front face sheet
hr thickness of the rear face sheet
h non-dimensional thickness of the face sheets
hw wall thickness of honeycomb core
I, I impulse per unit area and its non-dimensional

form
k non-dimensional decay coefficient of pressure
L semi-length of the rectangular sandwich plate
LR length of the cylindrical RDX explosive charge
I length of the unit cell of the honeycomb
lm length of them th hinge line
M, m bending moment per unit length and its non-

dimensional form
Mp fully plastic bending moment
N, n membrane force per unit length and its non-

dimensional form
Np fully plastic membrane force
p external uniform pressure on the sandwich plate
p(t), pso, pressure at time t, peak incident pressure
R standoff distance
r number of plastic hinge line
T, T structural response time and its non-dimen-

sional form
t, t0, ta time, positive phase duration, arrival time of

incident wave
V1 initial velocity of the front face sheet
V2 common velocity of both face sheets and the

core at the end of the core compression phase
W0 deflection at the centre of the plate
W0m,W0m maximum deflection at the centre of plate and

its non-dimensional form
w; _w; €w transverse deflection, velocity and acceleration

of the plate
x, x0, y coordinates defined in Fig. 22
a thickness ratio of the front face sheet to the rear

face sheet hf/hr
d non-dimensional parameter to distinguish the

position of plastic neutral surface
ec, eD average compressive strain and critical densifi-

cation strain of the honeycomb
f angle defined in Fig. 22
m mass per unit area of the plate
_um relative angular velocity across the m th straight

hinge line
ϑ inscribing coefficient for yield locus
rf density of the face sheet
rc, rc density of the core and its non-dimensional form
sb, sY tensile strength and 0.2% offset yield stress of

the face sheet
sn quasi-static out-of-plane compressive strength

of the core
sDn, sDn dynamic out-of-plane compressive strength and

its non-dimensional form of the core
sl, sl longitudinal strength of the honeycomb and its

non-dimensional form of the core
ς ratio of the semi-width to the semi-length of the

plate B/L Fig. 1. Stress-strain curves of the face sheets.
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